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HASKINS

Bulletin

The following members of our organization are to be congratulated on their recent
attainment of the C . P . A . certificate of
the several states specified:
M r . P. S. Gibson, N e w Y o r k Office,
Pennsylvania; M r . H . R. Gore, N e w Y o r k
Office, New Y o r k ; M r . J . L . Martin, N e w
York Office, New Jersey; M r . Elijah Bates,
Cleveland Office, Indiana.

Book Review
Keir, Malcolm. Manufacturing Industries
In America. (New York, The Ronald
Press Company, 1920. 324 p.)
The accountant who glances over the
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pages of a new book may be pardoned if
he wonders, perhaps selfishly, what value
the volume may have for him from a
technical point of view. Such, at any rate,
was the attitude of mind in which the reviewer opened the treatise under consideration.
Having read the book from cover to
cover, which is something a reviewer seldom does, the accountant whose pleasant
duty it is to review Keir's "Manufacturing
Industries in America" is put to some embarrassment to describe his enthusiasm
for it.
The book is exceedingly entertaining.
Few writers on dry technical subjects
have been able to arouse more than technical interest. There is little of romance
about iron and steel and cotton and wool.
But Keir has written a historical novel
with the industries as characters.
He
appeals to the interest of the reader by
the simplicity of his style. He holds it
with the cleverness of his composition.
The book is instructive as well as entertaining. It brings out many bits of information which the average reader would
rarely run across. For example, "Eastern
Massachusetts has no high-grade iron
although it was endowed with a poor
variety known as bog ore, yielding from
25 to 50 per cent. of iron. As its name
indicates, this ore was found in swamps
or at the bottom of ponds, precipitated
from the water by minute animals. . . .
It lay from one-half to two feet deep, so
a man in a boat working diligently with
grappling irons or tongs could gather two
tons i n a day. . . . Thus one constricted
area with a number of large ore-bearing
ponds could keep a small-scale furnace in
continuous operation. For example, a
pond at Middleboro,
Massachusetts,
yielded 300 to 600 tons of ore a year for
over 60 years."
Read what the author says about the
Bessemer process of making steel. "The
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world needed abundant cheap steel; how
to get it was the problem. The riddle was
solved in England by Sir Henry Bessemer.
He poured fifteen tons of molten pig iron
into a movable pear-shaped retort and then
blew hot air through the mass for about
twenty minutes. The air combined with
the carbon in the pig iron and passed out
of the iron and the retort in the form of
flames, spitting, sparking, and roaring
from the mouth of the vessel. When all
the carbon was gone, a definite measured
amount was restored to the iron. When
the melted mass was poured into moulds
it was no longer iron but steel, stronger
than iron and almost as cheap.
This
process of steel-making gave the world
what it wanted; steel made in thirty
minutes, not three months, steel little more
expensive than iron, steel many times
stronger than iron. But the United States
had to wait eight years before it could use
this great industrial boon; lawsuits stood
in the path of progress. In 1856, when
Bessemer tried to patent his process in
the United States, he found that a William
Kelly had made an independent discovery
of the same idea and that Kelly claimed
priority, a claim that was sustained," etc.
Other typically bright spots, from the
point of view of information, are as follows: "Wool fiber is greatly affected by
the climate, the breed of sheep, and the
soil over which the animals browse. If
the climate is not even, but has a period
of cold succeeded suddenly by a period
of warmth, the portion of the fiber which
grew stoutly in response to the cold
weather is weakened in the succeeding
warm weather and an almost perceptible
joint occurs within the one fiber. Of course,
the presence of this joint impairs the
strength and lowers the value of the fiber
in which it occurs," etc.
"Because their hides are thinner and
more 'spready' it happens that neither
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calves nor cows give as valuable hides as
steers; consequently, in so far as our
farmers take up dairying just so far is the
number of heavy hides reduced. From a
different cause but with the same effect,
the changed attitude of cattlemen toward
breeding reduces the stock of sole leather.
Since wild cattle have the thickest hides
and the highest bred beeves the thinnest,
it follows that whenever ranch men turn
attention to improving breeds they aim a
blow at the best grades of leather."
M u c h criticism has been leveled at
accounting curricula because they incline
too much to the vocational or professional
side. M u c h has been said of the tendency
of the accountant to be narrow and superficial; that his systems sometimes fail
because he is not informed nor takes the
trouble to become informed on fundamental
manufacturing processes; that when success begins to come to him he is satisfied
to jog along buried in thought which relates
only to accounting.
Here then is a book versatile in its potential helpfulness.
Every student of
accounting or of accountancy should read
it as a part of his foundation work. It is
not too late to go back and put in some
of the foundation even after the structure
is partially reared. T o the accountant in
active practice it should give breadth of
vision, at the same time stimulating his
mind to keener and better analysis, particularly in the matter of industrial processes to which cost accounting is so closely
related. T o the successful and satisfied
accountant it should prove an interesting
diversion, serious enough not to be light,
yet so cleverly written as to make interesting reading of what might easily be very
dry stuff. Last, but by no means least,
it should have a wide appeal because i t
furnishes such an excellent historical
background for the present industrial
situation.

